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Objectives

Determination of water mass variations from GRACE

This work deals with the dynamic effect of water mass redistribution in
the northern part of the Atlantic Ocean and over Europe, from GRACE
observations.

In order to determine water mass redistribution, ΔΝ differences were calculated between geoid heights from the optimum GRACE monthly solutions
(GFZ DDK1) and geoid heights from the mean static field, as:

Introduction and Problem
GRACE mission provides time-variable gravity observations, which enable the
interpretation of dynamic effects related to hydrology, geology, oceanography
and solid earth sciences.
The temporal component of gravity field is useful for many scientific fields such
as water redistribution on and beneath Earth’s surface, changes in ice sheets
and global sea level, ocean currents and variations in the structure of the solid
Earth.
The calculation of water mass redistribution over continental and marine areas
is based on the difference between geoid heights from GRACE monthly models
and geoid heights determined by an appropriate static field.
Unfiltered GRACE models exhibit the known problem of “stripping effect” and
therefore the implementation of the three decorrelation filters DDK1, DDK2 and
DDK3 has to be investigated.
The interpretation of water mass variations based on GRACE data as well as the
correlation with climatic processes, which occur all over the planet, are
achieved through the comparison with appropriate oscillation indexes.
The evaluation of water mass redistribution from GRACE data is completed by
comparisons with hydrological models based on in-situ rain-gauge data, which
determine variations of continental water storage.

The appropriate Release 4 (over the 2002-2011 period) GRACE models
are selected as well as a static field, which is needed to generate geoid
height differences (ΔN) with GRACE monthly models. These differences
are necessary for the determination of mass redistribution.
Unfiltered GRACE models from GFZ and CSR exhibit the known stripping
patterns in the determined time-variable gravity fields. For this reason,
filtered models are used, which allow the comparison between the
three decorrelation filters DDK1, DDK2 and DDK3.
The standard deviations and mean values of water mass redistribution
calculated by GRACE are compared with the NAO, SOI and MOI oscillation indexes to induce correlations between GRACE water mass variations and climatic phenomena such as El Niño and La Niña.
Hydrological models based on in situ rain-gauge data from the Global
Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) are used in order to calculate
variations for continental water storage in the two areas under study.
These results are then compared with GRACE water mass redistribution,
along with the calculation of the correlation coefficient.
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where, R is the Earth’s radius and Pnm (cos ) the associated Legendre function. C nm ,  S nm denote the spherical harmonic coefficients of time-variable
gravity, which are estimated by GRACE. Finally, n, m are the harmonic degree
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Processing procedure and statistical results
GRACE data
Creation of a 20’ x 20’ grid for each area under study.
Calculation of the geoid heights from the sets of spherical harmonic coefficients of every GFZ DDK1 RL04 GRACE monthly solution.

DDK2 filtered models [mm]
Trapezoidal sections due to tesseral
spherical harmonics

DDK3 filtered models [mm]
Stripping pattern

Determination of the ΔΝ differences for each observation month between GRACE geoid heights and the geoid heights of the mean static
field.
Determination of water thickness equivalent.

GPCC data

ΔΝ differences of consecutive months between geoid heights from CSR GRACE models (nmax=60) and geoid heights from GOCO02s (nmax=250)

Temporal evolution from 2002 to 2011 of EWT standard deviations (left) and mean
values (right) for Europe.
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where, ρΕ is the mean density of solid Earth and kn is the load Love number of
degree n, which describes the Earth’s elasticity. Mass variations can be further converted into water thickness equivalent by dividing with the sea water
density (1.029 gr/cm3). Thus, for every grid point (i) of the two areas under
study Equivalent Water Thickness (EWT) is estimated by:

The most suitable among GPCC’s models for comparison with GRACE data is
the Full Data Reanalysis Product with spatial resolution 0.5ο x 0.5ο due to its
high accuracy and global coverage. The monthly continental precipitation totals were used for the time span between 2002 and 2010, only for the
months that GRACE solutions are available. The process followed is presented
below:

The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) gives an indication of the development and intensity of El
Niño or La Niña events in the Pacific Ocean. Negative values of the SOI often indicate El Niño
episodes, which are accompanied by warmer waters in the eastern Tropics and cause an increase in the sea level, while positive values of the SOI are typical of a La Niña episode, which is
related to cooler waters in the eastern Tropics and is accompanied by a fall in the sea level. Although El Niño and La Niña events take place in the Pacific Ocean, they influence the climate of
the whole planet due to their high intensity. Furthermore, because these events refer to the Pacific, their results appear in the North Atlantic with a time-lag.
The correlation coefficient between standard deviations of GRACE water mass variations and
SOI (left) is of the order of 12.05%. Additionally, the correlation between mean values and SOI
(right) is equal to -0.33%. This negative value is due to a time-lag between the satellite data and
the SOI index, which is more obvious when the mean values of water variations are depicted. A
representative year in order to examine this time-lag is 2009 when large amounts of water are
accompanied after 2-3 months by intense negative mean values of water mass redistribution.

and order respectively. The surface mass variations can be determined as:

Finally, the average of water thickness equivalent calculated by all the availΔΝ differences of consecutive months between geoid heights from GFZ GRACE models (nmax=120) and geoid heights from GOCO02s (nmax=250) able GRACE monthly models from 02/2002 to 4/2011 was subtracted from
every monthly EWT, separately for each examination area.

DDK1 filtered models [mm]
Reliable results in a relatively high
degree of expansion. This is the most
appropriate model.

Water mass redistribution in Europe from GRACE and GPCC
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Evaluation of GRACE models

Unfiltered models [cm]
Stripping pattern

Temporal evolution from 2002 to 2011 of EWT standard deviations (left) and mean
values (right) for the North Atlantic Ocean.

Comparison between water mass redistribution from GRACE
and oscillation indexes for Europe
Correlation coefficient
In order to evaluate GRACE water mass variations the correlation coefficient was calculated, which allowed the comparison between GRACE water mass redistribution
and hydrological models based on in situ rain-gauge data. If we assume that A denotes GRACE water mass variations, while B refers to the precipitation totals of GPCC
hydrological models then, the correlation coefficient r for any random month i can be
written as:
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where, A, B are the averages of the elements for the matrices A and B while n, m denote the size of the matrices. A and B must have the same size so as the calculation
of the correlation coefficient to be possible.
The matrices of GRACE water mass variations do not have the same size with the matrices of GPCC models, because GRACE data are related to both land water storage
and ocean mass changes while hydrological models refer only to land water variations. Apart from this, hydrological models do not present values in every grid point
ο
ο
and are available in 0.5 x 0.5 resolution, unlike GRACE water mass redistribution
which is given for every grid point in a spatial resolution of 20’ x 20’. For these reasons GRACE water mass variations were recalculated for the grid points that hydrological models are available and in 0.5ο x 0.5ο resolution. Finally, the available GRACE
observation months of 2011 were not considered since GPCC models are available
until 2010.

Water mass redistribution in North Atlantic from GRACE and GPCC

The Mediterranean Oscillation Index (MOI) is an indicator of climate variability in the Mediterranean, since positive values of the index are related to dry weather throughout the Mediterranean, except for the south-eastern part. On the contrary negative values of the MOI are related to cyclogenesis in west Mediterranean and abnormally wet weather, apart from the
south-eastern part.
Water concentration is presented with blue colour while, water reduction and drought
with red colour. Moreover, there is a uniform scale for all the maps of GRACE monthly
variations and GPCC water land storage separately.
For Europe there is a better agreement between GRACE and GPCC water mass variations as the mean correlation coefficient is of the order of 13%. However from the
above maps a time lag of the order of 1-2 months is obvious.

Generally there is a good agreement between satellite and MOI data however there are some
cases with low correlation. This is due to the fact that MOI values refer only to variations in the
Mediterranean Sea, while GRACE water mass redistribution concerns the variations in both the
Mediterranean Basin and European continent. For example regarding the standard deviations
diagram (left), in late 2008 there is a low correlation due to intense rainfalls in European continent, which cannot be represented in the monthly values of the MOI index.

Comparison between water mass redistribution from GRACE and
oscillation indexes for the North Atlantic

Selection of the data referred to the two areas under study, since hydrological models from Full Data Reanalysis product offer global data sets.
Removal of the points with no values, as the hydrological models do not
perform values for every grid point.
Unfiltered models [cm]
Stripping pattern

DDK1 filtered models [mm]
Reliable results but for lower degree of
expansion

DDK2 filtered models [mm]
Trapezoidal sections due to tesseral
spherical harmonics

DDK3 filtered models [mm]
Stripping pattern

Evaluation of the static field solutions
ΔΝ differences for 02/2003 between geoid heights from GFZ DDK1 GRACE models (nmax=120) and geoid heights from various static solutions

The average of the precipitation totals of all the available hydrological
models until 2010 was calculated in order to be subtracted from the
precipitation total of each monthly model separately.
Range of the statistics related to the geoid heights (ΔΝ) differences and EWT of
the North Atlantic, for all the available GRACE observation months from
08/2002 until 04/2011.

2002-2011

N Range of values [m]

min
max
mean
rms
std

(-63.429, -63.422)
(66.860, 66.866)
(14.851, 14.856)
(40.632, 40.634)
(37.821, 37.822)

ΔN Range of
values [mm]
(-9, -1)
(1, 7)
(-1.91, 2.13)
(0.84, 3.05)
(0.61, 2.50)

EWT Range of
values [mm]
(-9.36, -1.14)
(0.67, 7.55)
(-1.97, 2.19)
(0.67, 3.12)
(0.57, 2.55)

Range of the statistics related to the geoid heights (ΔΝ) differences and EWT of
Europe, for all the available GRACE observation months from 08/2002 until
04/2011.
GOCO02s (nmax=250) combines satelIn lower degrees GOCO02s (nmax=120)
ITG-Grace2010s (nmax=120) includes
Mean field (nmax=120) is calculated by
lite data from the geodetic missions
provides smaller ΔN differences with
only GRACE data from 08/2002 to
the average of the geoid heights of all
CHAMP, GRACE and GOCE as well as GRACE models (some cm). However there 08/2009 and results in similar ΔN difthe available GRACE monthly models
SLR data. ΔN differences are of the or- is no reliable EWT information as the dif- ferences like GOCO02S at degree/order
from 08/2002 until 04/2011 (RL04).
der of some (m) due to the omission
ferences depict the contribution of het120. Not reliable EWT information
This is the most appropriate static field
error in the GRACE models.
erogeneous data in GOCO02s (differences since the differences are attribute to as it provides differences of some mm.
between GOCE, GRACE, etc).
the effect of more GRACE data in the
ITG model
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The North Atlantic Oscillation index (NAO) controls winter climate variability in the North Atlantic from central North America to Europe. Positive values of the NAO result in warm and
wet winters in Europe, dry winters in Mediterranean as well as in cold and dry winters in
northern Canada and Greenland, while negative values of the NAO bring moist air into the
Mediterranean and cold air to northern Europe. According to previous studies, this index is
more representative for the North Atlantic Ocean than for Europe and the Mediterranean,
while it presents a better agreement with GRACE water mass redistribution in the winter
than in the summer.

2002-2011

N Range of values [m]

min
max
mean
rms
std

(2.040, 2.049)
(59.608, 59.614)
(36.686, 36.693)
(38.980, 38.985)
(13.175, 13.177)

ΔN Range of values [mm]
(-8, 0)
(0, 7)
(-2.53, 4.10)
(0.67, 4.33)
(0.54, 2.34)

EWT Range of
values [mm]
(-7.84, 0.49)
(0.05, 7.47)
(-2.60, 4.22)
(0.62, 4.45)
(0.49, 2.39)

NAO is not a representative index for Europe and the Mediterranean however evaluating
GRACE water mass redistribution for this area under study may lead to notable conclusions. It
is expected that the negative values of NAO will be accompanied by large amounts of water in
the Mediterranean Basin. The correlation coefficient between standard deviations (left) and
NAO is of the order of 12.54%, while the correlation in the case of mean values is relatively
higher reaching 26.66%. Generally, the agreement between the satellite and NAO data is not
very good apart from some months. Those differences may be due to a time-lag between the
data as large amounts of water are accompanied after 4-5 months by a low concentration of
water.

It is expected that the positive values of NAO are accompanied by large amounts of water in
the North Atlantic. The mean correlation coefficient between the standard deviations and
NAO (left) is of the order of 33.43% between 2002 and 2011, while the correlation between
mean values and NAO (right) is much lower, of the order of 6.2%. This difference is related to
the standard deviations which are only positive while mean values are characterized by both
positive and negative values representing mass variations in a more realistic way.
Water concentration is presented with blue colour while, water reduction and drought
with red colour. There is a uniform scale for all the maps of GRACE monthly variations
and GPCC water land storage separately.
Very low mean correlation for the time interval 2002-2010, of the order of 1%. The biggest correlation is 52%. Additionally, there are many negative correlations.
The comparison between GRACE and GPCC maps of water mass redistribution of 2010
showed that GRACE mission records the variations in the gravity field and therefore water mass changes, with a time-lag because the absorption of water from the soil must
be preceded. As a consequence, a time-lag of the order of 4-5 months is observed for
the North Atlantic.

The positive values of the SOI indicate La Niña event and should be accompanied by a fall in
the sea level of the Mediterranean Sea. On the contrary, the negative values of the index it is
expected to bring a rise in the sea level of the Mediterranean. The correlation coefficient between standard deviations and SOI (left) is of the order of 12.43%. Furthermore the mean correlation coefficient for the mean values does not exceed 9.21%. The low correlation in both
cases is due to the fact that although GRACE observations refer to both the European continent and the Mediterranean, SOI is a representative index for the sea parts of the area under
study and therefore cannot perform the climatic variations in the European continent.
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